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Summary

2011 UNGPs, and business “responsibility to respect” human 
rights regardless of domestic law increases applicability of 
international HR standards

Regulators can, and should, make more use of HR in their 
work:

1. informing discretionary decisions and actions;

2. supporting business ‘responsibility to respect’;

3. defending regulatory initiatives against litigation.

Requires increased familiarity with detail of HR, beyond the 
‘foreign office’.
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Government discretion & defending regulatory 
initiatives

Detailed in paper

1. Discretionary power:

• many extant protections (although not labelled ‘HR’)

• HR can inform decisions & actions of regulatory 
discretion

3. Regulatory initiatives:

• investor challenges (domestic & international)

• ↑ attention to public welfare and HR issues reducing 
liability and quantum
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2. Relevance of business ‘responsibility to 
respect’

UNGPs endorsed by UN 2011

State obligations remain

Business has ‘responsibility to respect’ HR, including 
through public documentation:

• Adopt and publicise policy & procedures about HR

• Conduct due diligence of operations, including 
external consultation

• Remediate / use leverage for impacts caused or 
‘linked’, and publicise these options
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Business responsibility regardless of domestic law

Domestic law does not excuse corporate non-compliance with 
international HR standards.

‘[UNGPs] 23. In all contexts, business enterprises should:

(a) Comply with all applicable laws and respect internationally 
recognized human rights, wherever they operate;

(b) Seek ways to honour the principles of internationally 
recognized human rights when faced with conflicting 
requirements’

[OECD Guidelines] ‘I 2. ...[I]n countries where domestic laws and 
regulations conflict with the principles and standards of the 
Guidelines, enterprises should seek ways to honour such 
principles and standards to the fullest extent which does not place 
them in violation of domestic law.’
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Adherents to 
OECD Guidelines 
and ‘host’ countries 
in previous cases

Adherents to the 
OECD Guidelines

‘In process of 
adhering to OECD 
Guidelines’

‘Host’ countries in 
previous cases.
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(from p2 of Nieuwenkamp, OECD Grievance Mechanism on Employment & Labour, paper presented to 'Responsible Business Conduct 
and Labour Related issues', 10 April 2017. 

Coverage of OECD Guidelines
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Mylan NV
Pharmaceutical company

• incorporated NLD
• directors meet GBR
• CEO & staff USA

2000s
• EU and various 

companies prohibiting 
medicines being used in 
executions

Example: Stapert -v- Mylan NV
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NLD National Contact Point

Response by Mylan
• Product is ‘only distributed in the 

U.S. to wholesale customers and 
hospitals ... for use consistent with 
approved labelling and applicable 
medical standards of care’

• Distribution monitored by US Govt
for diversion

• Mylan ‘never delivered, marketed, 
or distributed rocuronium bromide 
for use in lethal injections’

• all circumstances around complaint 
are in the US

2015 Complaint by NLD lawyer
• Product being used in US 

executions
• Mylan not stopped sale to US 

prisons
• Breach OECD Guidelines in 

failure to ‘seek ways to 
prevent or mitigate the human 
rights impacts’ of products

Example: Stapert -v- Mylan NV
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• NCP noted US centre of activity but considered it appropriate for NLD attention 
‘to affect change at the highest corporate entity; the Dutch entity Mylan’

• Mediation and involvement of NLD Gov, then Mylan statement:
– seeking prompt assurance from US agencies that have not ‘purchased any Mylan 

product for use outside the bounds of its approved therapeutic purpose’
– when no response, Mylan demanded return of product
– Further contractual restrictions in supply chain ‘from distributing Mylan products ...for 

use in lethal injection or for any other use outside of the approved labeling or 
applicable standards of care.’

• NCP decision (NLD NCP 2016):
– ‘enterprises should address any adverse impacts on matters covered by the 

Guidelines, even where they have not directly contributed to those impacts, if the 
impacts are nevertheless linked to their operations, products or services by a business 
relationship’

– ‘distributors and purchasers of…medicines distributed or purchased for purposes that 
are inconsistent with approved labelling and ... medical standards ... fall under a 
business relationship’

– ‘the Guidelines are applicable to both the supply chain and the distribution chain’
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Example: Stapert -v- Mylan NV

UNGP implications

Companies have responsibilities regarding 

human rights impacts with which they are 

‘directly linked’.

Businesses following UNGPs will have 

reservations about linkage with government 

actions with HR impacts.
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UNGP documentation

Some jurisdictions control false/misleading statements to 
protect consumers and competitors

Has been used to address unsubstantiated environmental 
claims, eg:

• Australia (Australian Consumer Law 2010)

• Canada (Competition Act 1985)

Expect increase in use regarding social claims, eg:

• Nike -v- Kasky (USA, 2003 and subsequent proceedings)

• ASA Final Adjudication Shell International (GBR 2008)
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UNGP questions for regulators

Mandatory disclosure/reporting (in other 

areas) often tied with some protection

Leaving UNGP documents unregulated 

enables ‘bluewashing’

For jurisdictions with regulation of misleading 

statements: likely to increase attention here
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Summary

2011 UNGPs, and business “responsibility to respect” human 
rights regardless of domestic law increases applicability of 
international HR standards

Regulators can, and should, make more use of HR in their 
work:

1. informing discretionary decisions and actions;

2. supporting business ‘responsibility to respect’;

3. defending regulatory initiatives against litigation.

Requires increased familiarity with detail of HR, beyond the 
‘foreign office’.
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